XLeap Center
Superior decision-making at speed

Agility and responsiveness at all levels

XLeap provides tools and spaces which support all stages
of informed decision making such as: discovery of facts
and opinions for situational awareness, prioritization, creative problem solving, deep-dives, multi-criteria (utility)
analysis.

Top-level decisions often remain just that simply because
the organization is incapable of implementation at speed.

Participants join from wherever they are when their
knowledge or consent is required.

With XLeap, organizations enable the translation of executive decisions into action by enhancing their decisionmaking capability at all levels.
XLeap scales to this task and accelerates adoption through
session templates.

Enterprise-class cloud deployment
An XLeap Center provides enterprise-class scalability and
security as a software service. It offers

Anonymity

Involvement

Process

When a true view of the facts or the possibilities is more
important than who said it, XLeap cuts through the politics
by providing anonymity. Participants ‘say’ what they think
and judge contributions on merit alone.
Simultaneous input involves participants in fast and intensive exchanges not possible by traditional means. This unlocks ‘tacit’ information that usually does not surface or
only when it’s too late.

•
•
•
•
•

a custom URL, such as example.xleap.net
the scalability of a dedicated web application
SSO (SAML2.0)
a dedicated database on an encrypted volume
encrypted, instantly restorable backup

An XLeap Center can be deployed rapidly by our specialist
administrators in the appropriate AWS data center (Dublin, Frankfurt, London, Singapore or Virginia).
Amazon Web Services is one of the most comprehensive,
highly available and secure data services available today.

Administrative control
Management of the XLeap application ‘from within’ falls to
your administrators. Center administration includes
• enterprise class security controls
• reallocation of Host licenses to reflect changes in
roles and personnel
• administrative branding of login page, welcome space
and report logo
• easy roll-out across the organization - just add Host
subscriptions

Subscription scheme
You require a subscription for the XLeap Center and as
many Host licenses as initially required. Licenses are personal. They cover an unlimited number of sessions with as
many participants as desired.
XLeap takes decision-making to an entirely new level.

Terms run from 1 year to 5 years.

Documentation in Word or export to Excel is instant.

www.xleap.net

sales@xleap.net

